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ABSTRACT
Using the PIONIER visitor instrument that combines the light of the four Auxiliary Telescopes of ESO’s Very Large Telescope
Interferometer, we measure precisely the diameters of several symbiotic and related stars: HD 352, HD 190658, V1261 Ori, ER Del,
FG Ser, and AG Peg. These diameters – in the range of 0.6 to 2.3 milli-arcseconds – are used to assess the filling factor of the
Roche lobe of the mass-losing giants and provide indications on the nature of the ongoing mass transfer. We also provide the first
spectroscopic orbit of ER Del, based on CORAVEL and HERMES/Mercator observations. The system is found to have an eccentric
orbit with a period of 5.7 years. In the case of the symbiotic star FG Ser, we find that the diameter is changing by 13% over the course
of 41 days, while the observations of HD 352 are indicative of an elongation. Both these stars are found to have a Roche filling factor
close to 1, as is most likely the case for HD 190658 as well, while the three other stars have factors below 0.5–0.6. Our observations
reveal the power of interferometry for the study of interacting binary stars – the main limitation in our conclusions being the poorly
known distances of the objects.
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1. Introduction
Symbiotic stars show in their spectra the blended characteristics
of a cool star (generally a K or M giant), a hot star (a white
dwarf in most cases), as well as emission lines coming from a
high-excitation nebula. With orbital periods in the range of a
few hundred to a thousand days, they are thought to be among
the interacting binary stars with the longest periods, in which the
mass-losing red giant is transferring mass to its hot companion
(Mikołajewska, 2007). Their study has important implications
for a wide range of objects, such as Type Ia supernovae, bar-
ium stars, the shaping of planetary nebulae, and compact bina-
ries such as cataclysmic variables (Podsiadlowski & Mohamed,
2007).
A critical question related to symbiotic stars is whether mass
transfer is taking place through a stellar wind or Roche lobe
overflow (Mikołajewska, 2012), i.e. what is the Roche-lobe-
filling factor of the giant in those systems. There is a well-known
apparent contradiction between the radius derived from the ro-
tational velocities (when assuming synchronisation), which in
most cases indicate that the giant fills about only half its Roche
lobe, and the fact that many of the symbiotic stars show the clear
signature of ellipsoidal variations in their light curve, indicative
of a much larger filling factor. This paper aims at addressing this
question in the most direct way.
Blind et al. (2011) have shown the power of interferometry
when studying the symbiotic star SS Lep. Using PIONIER/VLTI
data, they fully constrained the orbit of the system and deter-
mined the mass of each component. They also revised the M
giant’s size to lower values than previously found, proving that
the system was not currently undergoing a strict1 Roche lobe
overflow, the giant’s filling factor being about 86%. Significant
mass transfer did happen in this system, however, the mass of the
most evolved star being less than half the mass of its companion.
It is not possible to always obtain as many data as in the
case of SS Lep (e.g., in most symbiotic systems, the hot star
would not have a signature in the infrared) and thus to con-
strain as much the system. However, there are several systems
for which it is possible to determine, with great accuracy, the
diameter of the mass-losing giant. This, combined with previ-
ous data, could already answer the critical question raised above
and more particularly, constrain the Roche lobe filling factor.
Using the PIONIER/VLTI interferometric instrument, we have
measured therefore the diameter of several symbiotic and related
stars. The observations are presented in Sect. 2, and we discuss
in turn each system in Sect. 3.
1 There is indeed still the possibility to have wind Roche lobe over-
flow, or that the Roche lobe radius is reduced with respect to the canon-
ical value, in case there is a strong mass loss (see Blind et al., 2011, for
more details).
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2. Observations, data reduction and results
We observed 6 symbiotic or related stars with the four
1.8-m Auxiliary Telescopes of ESO’s Very Large Telescope
Interferometer, using the PIONIER visitor instrument (Berger
et al., 2010; Le Bouquin et al., 2011) in the H-band on the
nights of 3 March, 3 July and 13 August 2012 (see Table 1).
For all targets, except V1262 Ori, we used the prism in low res-
olution (SMALL) which provides a spectral resolution R ∼ 15,
the fringes being sampled over three spectral channels. For one
of our brightest objects in H, V1262 Ori, we used the “high res-
olution” (LARGE) mode, which provides a spectral resolution
R ∼ 40, the fringes being sampled over seven spectral channels.
The large VLTI configuration A1-G1-I1-K0 was used, leading
to baselines of 47 (H1-I1 and K0-I1), 80 (A1-G1), 91 (G1-K0),
107 (A1-I1) and 129 metres (A1-K0). We provide in the online
Table 7 the list of calibrators used.
Data reduction was done in the usual way with the pndrs
package presented by Le Bouquin et al. (2011) and the LITpro
software2 (Tallon-Bosc et al., 2008) was used to fit a uniform
disc to the visibilities and closure phases. Our results are shown
in Figs. 1 and 2, as well as in Table 1. As can be seen in this
table, where the last column indicates the resulting reduced χ2,
for all stars but HD 352, the assumption of a uniform disc leads
to a very good fit. The stars that are studied in this paper are all
known to be single-lined spectroscopic binaries and it is thus
safe to assume that there should be no contribution from the
companion to the total flux. This is even more so in the H-band,
as the companion is always a hot star. Our observations should
thus mostly reveal only the primary giant, hence, our attempt to
only fit a uniform disc to represent it. This conclusion is fur-
ther strengthened by the fact that we did not detect any signifi-
cant non-zero closure phases. There is a possible caveat, though,
as revealed by the observations of SS Lep (Blind et al., 2011).
The fact that the mass loss in symbiotic stars is much higher
than in normal giants, leading to the observed activity, may re-
sult in either detectable circumstellar matter or a circumbinary
disc. We have thus to make sure that there is no additional back-
ground present in our data. We therefore show in online Figs. 12
to 18 the χ2 maps corresponding to models where a background
is added to the uniform disc. These maps clearly show that the
assumption of no background leads to the minimum χ2, i.e. the
best fit. In addition, we have verified that for all our targets but
HD 352 (see below), using an elongated disc or Gaussian does
not provide a better fit to our data. The errors, σ, quoted in
Table 1 have been conservatively calculated, based on the fol-
lowing:
σ2 = Nsp σ2litpro + 0.0001 Φ
2
where Φ is the diameter in milli-arcseconds (mas). The first
term takes into account the fact that the Nsp spectral channels of
PIONIER are almost perfectly correlated, while LITpro assumes
that points are independent, and the second term (a relative er-
ror of 1%) arises from the fact that the wavelength calibration is
precise at the 1% level only, which leads to a similar uncertainty
on the diameter. As mentioned above, for all our targets, Nsp=3,
except for V1262 Ori, where Nsp=7.
3. Discussion
In this section, we now look at each of our target stars in turn,
starting from those for which most data are available. In our dis-
2 LITpro is available from http://www.jmmc.fr/litpro_page.
htm
Fig. 1. PIONIER squared visibilities for the stars HD 190658,
HD 352, V1261 Ori, and ER Del as a function of the spatial
frequency in 1/rad (×107). The data points are shown in red with
error bars, while the uniform disc model that provides the best
fit is indicated with blue solid dots.
Fig. 2. Same as Fig. 1 for the stars FG Ser (on 3 July and on 13
August 2012) and AG Peg.
cussion, except for FG Ser, we will neglect any effect of extinc-
tion. We computed for all our targets the visual extinction, AV ,
given by version 2.0.5 of the EXTINCT subroutine (Hakkila et
al., 1997), and the resulting extinction in the K-band, using the
usual conversion AK = 0.114 AV . For all our targets, except FG
Ser and HD 190658, we found AK to be of the order of 0.01 mag
2
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Table 1. Measured diameter of our target stars.
Star designation V J H K Date Diameter Error χ2red
(mas) (mas)
V1472 Aql HD 190658 6.406 2.825 1.948 1.674 2012-07-03 2.33 0.03 0.82
AP Psc HD 352 6.22 3.844 3.015 2.877 2012-08-13 1.49 0.02 2.48
1.38 × 1.60 0.02 1.25
V1261 Ori HD 35155 6.87 3.336 2.415 2.138 2012-03-03 2.25 0.08 0.87
ER Del – 10.39 6.185 5.337 4.987 2012-08-13 0.61 0.04 0.80
FG Ser AS 296 11.7 5.907 4.865 4.395 2012-07-03 0.83 0.03 0.69
2012-08-13 0.94 0.05 0.26
AG Peg HD 207757 8.65 5.001 4.371 3.851 2012-08-13 1.00 0.04 1.31
only. For HD 190658, we get AK = 0.06, which can also be ne-
glected, while for FG Ser, we derive AK = 0.185 mag and we
will take this into account in our discussion.
Fitting our visibilities, we obtain uniform disc diameters. In
principle, we should convert these to limb-darkened diameters,
as these are generally used in computing luminosities. However,
the conversion factor from a uniform disc to a limb-darkened
disc is in the range 1.02–1.04 (see, e.g., Blind et al., 2011, and
references therein). The effect of neglecting extinction and of
using a uniform disc instead of a limb-darkened disc are much
smaller than the errors resulting from the distance, which are
around 15% or (much) larger, and there is no need to introduce
additional complications and unknowns.
3.1. HD 190658
HD 190658 (V1472 Aql, HR 7680, HIP 98954) is a M2.5 III
star in a binary system with a rather short orbital period (P =
198.716 days; Lucke & Mayor 1982) – the second smallest in the
sample of Famaey et al. (2009). It is in a sense a sister system to
the symbiotic star SS Lep, with a similar period, and therefore
deserves further study. It should be noted, though, that unlike
SS Lep, this system is not an Algol, nor a double-lined spectro-
scopic binary and does not show any circumstellar or circumbi-
nary material. In this sense, it is much easier to model.
Hipparcos measurements show photometric variations with
about half the orbital period (P = 100.37 d) and 0.16 mag am-
plitude, which led Samus (1997) to conclude that the object is
an eclipsing or ellipsoidal variable star. The fact that this period
is almost exactly half the orbital period further strengthens this.
We can use the BCK vs. (J − K) relation of Kerschbaum
et al. (2010) to derive from our measured angular diameter the
distance-independent effective temperature of the star, Teff =
3263 ± 35 K. Coupling the parallax $ = 7.92 ± 1.07 mas (van
Leeuwen, 2007) with our measured diameter of 2.33 mas, we
derive a linear radius of 31.6±4.3 R.
As the system presents detectable ellipsoidal variations, its
inclination can be assumed to be rather high, typically between
50 and 90 degrees. If we take the latter value and assume3 that
the giant has a mass between 0.8 and 3 M, we can then esti-
mate companion masses between 0.40 and 0.88 M, and Roche
lobe radii between 73 and 110 R, respectively, using the mea-
sured spectroscopic mass function f (m) = 0.0449 M derived
by Lucke & Mayor (1982). Thus the filling factor of the giant is
thought to be between 0.29 and 0.43. Using i = 50◦ instead of
90◦ would increase the filling factor by 3% only.
3 One needs a mass above 0.8-0.9 M to let it become a giant in a
Hubble time. On the other hand, given that its heliocentric velocity of
−110 km s−1 hints at an old population, the giant cannot be too massive
either.
Fig. 3. Squared visibilities for HD 352 as observed with
PIONIER (red points with error bars), compared to a model with
a uniform disc (blue dots; left panel) and an elongated Gaussian
(right panel). The spatial frequency is given in 1/rad (×107).
Thus, strangely enough, if we were to use the parallax from
van Leeuwen (2007), we would have to conclude that this star
is far from filling its Roche lobe and the origin of the ellipsoidal
variations would be quite puzzling. The absolute magnitude we
deduce from using this parallax (Mbol = −0.25 or L = 100 L)
also seems very low when compared to evolutionary tracks, and
would imply the star to have a mass well below 1 M, which as
mentioned above is unlikely (see Fig. 8).
D. Pourbaix (priv. comm.) has reprocessed the original
Hipparcos Intermediate Astrometric Data (IAD; van Leeuwen
& Evans, 1998) and found that taking into account the effect of
orbital motion would lead to a parallax of 2.6±0.9 mas, while if
one assumes the photocentre to vary with half the orbital period
(i.e. the ellipsoidal variation one) one gets a parallax of 2.12 mas.
We are thus led to conservatively conclude that the true parallax
is given by$ = 2.4±1.0 mas. The star is thus three times farther
away from us than previously thought! In this case, we derive a
linear radius of 104 ± 56 R! This means that the star is filling
between 43 and 100% of its Roche lobe. Using this parallax, we
find a bolometric magnitude, Mbol = −2.6 ± 1.0, or a luminos-
ity, L = 1100+1100−700 L, much more in line with stellar evolution
models.
3.2. HD 352
HD 352 (HR 14, AP Psc, 5 Cet, HIP 664) is, according to
SIMBAD, an eclipsing binary of β Lyr type, i.e. a semi-detached
system. Its spectral type is indicated as K2–4 III.
Lines et al. (1984) found the star to present ellipsoidal vari-
ations with amplitude ∼ 0.2 mag, which was also found by
Hipparcos. Beavers & Salzer (1985) provided a revised orbit
3
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Fig. 4. Model image of the elongated Gaussian that best fits the
PIONIER visibilities for HD 352: the elongation ratio is 1.156±
0.026, the star is 1.38×1.6 mas wide, with the major axis position
angle being at 138 ± 4 degrees.
with an orbital period of 94.439 days and Eaton & Barden (1986)
reported the rotational velocity to be v sin i = 22 ± 3 km s−1.
The same authors later claimed (Eaton & Barden, 1988) that the
main-sequence companion is accreting mass from a Roche-lobe
overflowing giant at a rate of 5 × 10−7 Myr−1. More recently,
Komonjinda, Hearnshaw, & Ramm (2011) recomputed the or-
bital solution of this system and found a period of 96.4371 days.
The revised Hipparcos parallax (van Leeuwen, 2007) is
3.58±0.48 mas, which leads to a linear radius of 44.7±6.0 R,
given our diameter measurement of 1.49 mas. Using the same
procedure as for HD 190658, we derive a bolometric magnitude
of −1.78 (or a luminosity of 410 L) and an effective tempera-
ture of 4000 ± 100 K (corresponding indeed to a K4–5 III star).
The measured v sin i is compatible with the star being in
synchronous rotation provided we assume the inclination i =
67 ± 23◦. In this case, we can use the observed spectroscopic
mass function, f (m) = 0.13589 M, to relate the mass of the
hot star, M1, to that of the giant, M2. For M2 < 1.5 M (as re-
quired by the observed stellar parameters of the giant), we have
M1 < 1 M, and the Roche lobe filling factor is always larger
than 90% (± 10%). In fact, if the mass of the giant is below
1.12 M, it is filling fully its Roche lobe. This is in agreement
with Hall (1990), even though this author derived smaller values
for the masses and radius. As for HD 190658, the Roche lobe
filling factor is not very sensitive to the inclination that we use,
i.e. varies by a few percents only. We note that the spectroscopic
mass function allows the secondary to be more massive than the
giant primary (that is, the system is an Algol) only if the incli-
nation is smaller than 60◦ (and the primary is not very massive),
which is not very likely as we see ellipsoidal variations.
Given such a Roche lobe filling factor and the presence of el-
lipsoidal variations, we could imagine that the star is tidally dis-
torted. Our visibilities seem to indicate this, as the model shown
in Fig. 1 is not a very good fit to the data. Using an elongated disc
Fig. 5. The ASAS V lightcurve of V1261 Ori, phased with the
orbital period of 638.24 d.
or an elongated Gaussian instead of a uniform disc, we can ob-
tain a much better fit to the visibilities (see Figs. 3 and 4). While
an elongated disc can be seen as a rough approximation of a
tidally distorted star, an elongated Gaussian could indicate that
it is the wind that is filling the Roche lobe, as in this latter case
we may expect some density gradient. At this stage, we cannot
distinguish between an elongated disc or an elongated Gaussian,
as the χ2 are similar, but there is a clear indication of distortion.
The resulting reduced χ2 drops from 2.48 for a uniform disc to
1.25 for an elongated Gaussian with an elongation ratio of 1.16
(the star is 1.38×1.6 mas wide). We defer to a further paper a
detailed comparison with a modeling code, and after we have
obtained additional data for this system to show how the angu-
lar diameter changes with time. However, we should mention
that using the ephemeris of Komonjinda, Hearnshaw, & Ramm
(2011), our observations were done at a spectroscopic phase of
0.46, i.e. when the star is moving almost the fastest away from
us. This would correspond to a photometric phase of 0.21 and
thus close to where we expect the highest deformation of the star.
The deformation we measure is oriented between 125 and 150
degrees – depending on the solution we retain. We note that the
data are not good enough for now to really constrain the shape
of the star: it is also possible to obtain a similarly good fit when
using an elongated disc with a major axis of 1.71 mas and an
elongation ratio of 1.19, or when using a geometrical model that
contains both an elongated disc and a point source, which would
contribute about 2.7% to the flux in the H-band. The errors on
the parameters are too large, though, in this latter case to pro-
vide useful constraints. We note that the closure phases are all
smaller than 2 degrees, and compatible with zero given the error
bars (see Fig. 11 online). Clearly, more data are required on this
system, in particular with longer baselines to reach the second
lobe, as this makes it easier to confirm the elongated disc model.
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Table 2. Revised orbital elements of V1261 Ori based on two
new HERMES/Mercator measurements (see text).
1998 orbita Revised orbit
P(d) 640.5 ± 2.8 638.24 ± 0.28
e 0.07 ± 0.03 0.07 ± 0.01
T0 (HJD−2 400 000) 48 092 ± 58 53 215 ± 21
ω (◦) 232 ± 33 243 ± 12
K1 (km s−1) 7.88 ± 0.28 7.91 ± 0.12
V0 (km s−1) 79.8 ± 0.2 79.77 ± 0.09
f (m) (M) 0.032 0.032
σ(O −C) (km s−1) 0.8 0.7
Notes. a Jorissen et al. (1998)
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Fig. 6. The orbit of V1261 Ori, combining old CORAVEL mea-
surements with recent HERMES/Mercator ones.
3.3. V1261 Ori
V1261 Ori (HD 35155, HIP 25092) is an extrinsic S star that
shows evidence for mass-transfer activity and is therefore also
classified as a symbiotic star (Ake et al., 1991; Van Eck &
Jorissen, 2002). As an extrinsic S star, it is the outcome of
a previous mass transfer which polluted it in carbon and s-
process elements. The hot star should thus, according to this
scenario, be a white dwarf. van Leeuwen (2007) gives a parallax
$ = 3.47±0.84 mas, putting it 288 pc away. Pourbaix & Jorissen
(2000), however, obtained the astrometric orbital elements for
that star by reprocessing the Hipparcos IAD using the knowl-
edge of the spectroscopic orbital elements. A satisfactory solu-
tion (in terms of reduced χ2) emerges, with a revised parallax
$ = 1.96+1.44−0.83 (i.e. a distance of 510
+375
−215 pc) , and an orbital incli-
nation of 100◦±26◦. Such a value for the orbital inclination pos-
sibly allows for eclipses, and one such event has been reported
by Jorissen et al. (1992a) in the Stro¨mgren y filter. A weakening
of the companion UV continuum, at the phase corresponding
to the superior conjunction, has also been reported by Ake et al.
(1991) from a series of IUE spectra. Obviously, the eclipsed light
cannot be that of the white dwarf, which is too faint, but must
come from, e.g., a hot spot. That spot is obviously intermittent,
since the eclipsing behaviour is not seen in more recent years,
as shown by the ASAS lightcurve (Fig. 5, where it is phased
with the orbital period of 638.24 d; Pojmanski, 1997). As al-
ready shown by Gromadzki, Mikolajewska & Soszynski (2013),
there is a clear modulation with the orbital motion, in the form
of a double sine-wave, which suggests an ellipsoidal variation.
The large filled squares on Fig. 5 correspond to the average of
the data points over a phase range of ±0.05. The ’noise’ around
this average curve is caused by semi-regular variations with a
time scale of the order of 56 d and a semi-amplitude of 0.1 mag.
The dashed and dotted lines on Fig. 5 correspond to the superior
(companion behind the S star) and inferior conjunctions, respec-
tively, based on updated orbital elements, thanks to two recent
HERMES/Mercator radial-velocity measurements obtained on
HJD 2455164.69083, with Vr = 78.826 ± 0.006 km s−1, and
HJD 2455235.446 with Vr = 85.265± 0.008 km s−1 (Jorissen &
Mayor, 1992b); these velocities are on the IAU system to ensure
consistency with the older CORAVEL velocities and allowed us
to accurately constrain the orbital period, as shown on Table 2
and Fig. 6. The eccentricity as well is accurately determined
thanks to these two recent velocity measurements, and happens
to be small, albeit significantly different from zero. The combi-
nation of a non-zero eccentricity with ellipsoidal variations is a
bit surprising, since ellipsoidal variations imply a filling factor
close to unity, which rapidly (i.e., in a few 107 yr) circularises
the orbit and synchronises as well the giant’s spin with the or-
bital motion.
To add to the puzzle, our radius measurement does not lead
to a filling factor close to unity in fact, as we now discuss. The
semi-major axis of the photocentric orbit around the centre of
mass of the system (this orbit is equivalent to the orbit of the
giant around the centre of mass if the white dwarf companion
contributes no light to the system) is found to be 1.84 ± 0.9 mas
(Pourbaix & Jorissen, 2000). Since Jorissen et al. (1992a) esti-
mate the mass ratio to be M1/M2 = 3 (based on the ratio of the
velocity-curve amplitudes, as lines from the hot companion are
visible in the IUE spectrum; Ake et al., 1991), the relative orbit
must have a semi-major axis of 4×1.84 = 7.36 mas, with a frac-
tional Roche-lobe size of 0.476 around the giant, or 3.5±1.7 mas,
to be compared with the measured radius of 1.12 mas (Table 1).
The red giant in the V1261 Ori system thus lies well inside its
Roche lobe, with a fractional Roche radius of 0.32±0.16, inde-
pendent of any assumption on the distance. The interaction in
this system is thus most likely due to wind mass transfer. The
ellipsoidal variations reported by Gromadzki et al. (2013, and
Fig. 5) are thus puzzling. Moreover, ellipsoidal variations are
generally concomitant with synchronisation between rotation
and orbital revolution. From the measured diameter of 2.25 mas
(Table 1) and the parallax of Pourbaix & Jorissen (2000), a lin-
ear radius of 123+90−52 R is derived, implying a rotation velocity
of 5.6 to 16.8 km s−1 if synchronised with the orbital motion.
The width of the HERMES cross-correlation function (CCF; 4.2
km s−1) is typical of M giants Famaey et al. (2009). For this sys-
tem seen almost edge-on, the measured CCF width is thus not in
favour of the giant being synchronised with the orbital motion.
The interpretation of the orbital modulation of the photometric
variations as being due to ellipsoidal variations, despite seeming
likely from the shape of the light variations, is supported neither
by the small filling factor, nor by the absence of synchronisation.
It thus remains an unresolved puzzle for this system in particular.
One possibility could be tidally-enhanced pulsations, although,
again, the relatively low Roche-lobe filling would argue against
this.
Finally, from our diameter measurement and the estimate
of BCK (in agreement with the value quoted by Van Eck et al.
1998), we derive a distance-independent effective temperature
of 3470 ± 60 K, leading to Mbol = −3.5 ± 1.2.
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Table 3. Result of fitting the parameters for AG Peg, for three assumed values of the inclination i, in the range 30 to 90 degrees. In
each case, we indicate the mass of the giant, M2, of its hot companion, M1, the semi-major axis, a (in AU), the bolometric magnitude,
the Roche lobe radius, RL (in R), the radius of the giant, R2 (in R), the filling factor, f = R2/RL, the rotational velocity, v sin i (in
km s−1), assuming rotation is coplanar to the orbital motion, and the resulting parallax, $, in mas.
i = 30◦
M2 M1 a Mbol RL R2 f = R2/RL v sin i $ (mas)
0.8 0.5944 1.91 -1.499 166.6 47.51 0.2851 1.481 2.299
1.0 0.6704 2.029 -1.912 180.9 57.45 0.3176 1.791 1.901
1.3 0.7746 2.181 -2.375 199.2 71.11 0.3569 2.217 1.536
1.6 0.8702 2.311 -2.728 215.1 83.64 0.3889 2.607 1.306
2.0 0.9879 2.462 -3.094 233.6 99.01 0.4238 3.087 1.103
2.5 1.123 2.626 -3.449 253.8 116.6 0.4596 3.635 0.9366
3.0 1.249 2.769 -3.733 271.5 132.9 0.4895 4.143 0.8219
3.5 1.368 2.897 -3.969 287.6 148.2 0.5152 4.618 0.7373
4.0 1.48 3.014 -4.171 302.2 162.6 0.538 5.068 0.6719
i = 50◦
M2 M1 a Mbol RL R2 f = R2/RL v sin i $ (mas)
0.8 0.339 1.785 -1.499 174.5 47.51 0.2723 2.269 2.299
1.0 0.3865 1.906 -1.912 189.6 57.45 0.303 2.744 1.901
1.3 0.4517 2.061 -2.375 209.1 71.11 0.3402 3.396 1.536
1.6 0.5116 2.193 -2.728 225.9 83.64 0.3703 3.995 1.306
2.0 0.5855 2.347 -3.094 245.5 99.01 0.4032 4.729 1.103
2.5 0.6709 2.512 -3.449 266.9 116.6 0.4369 5.57 0.9366
3.0 0.7503 2.656 -3.733 285.8 132.9 0.4651 6.348 0.8219
3.5 0.8251 2.786 -3.969 302.7 148.2 0.4894 7.076 0.7373
4.0 0.8963 2.903 -4.171 318.3 162.6 0.5108 7.765 0.6719
i = 90◦
M2 M1 a Mbol RL R2 f = R2/RL v sin i $ (mas)
0.8 0.2452 1.735 -1.499 180.1 47.51 0.2638 2.962 2.299
1.0 0.2808 1.857 -1.912 195.7 57.45 0.2935 3.581 1.901
1.3 0.3298 2.012 -2.375 215.9 71.11 0.3294 4.434 1.536
1.6 0.3748 2.145 -2.728 233.4 83.64 0.3584 5.215 1.306
2.0 0.4304 2.299 -3.094 253.7 99.01 0.3902 6.173 1.103
2.5 0.4947 2.464 -3.449 275.9 116.6 0.4227 7.271 0.9366
3.0 0.5546 2.609 -3.733 295.4 132.9 0.4499 8.286 0.8219
3.5 0.6111 2.739 -3.969 313 148.2 0.4733 9.237 0.7373
4.0 0.6648 2.857 -4.171 329.1 162.6 0.494 10.14 0.6719
3.4. FG Ser
A bona-fide symbiotic star, FG Ser (AS 296) is listed as
M3e in SIMBAD, while Mu¨rset & Schmid (1999) give it a
M5 spectral type. Fekel et al. (2000a) found a revised or-
bital period of 633.5±2.4 days, and an epoch of conjunction
T0 = JD 2, 451, 031.4 ± 2.9. Zamanov et al. (2007) measure a
v sin i = 9.8 ± 1 km s−1, and assume a radius R = 139.6 R,
from which they deduce that the system is synchronised within
the measurement errors. They also assume a mass of the giant of
1.7 M.
We measure an angular diameter for FG Ser that changes
with the orbital phase: 0.83 ± 0.03 mas and 0.94 ± 0.05 mas,
41 days later. According to the above mentioned ephemeris, this
would correspond to orbital phases very close to the conjunction,
and to a difference in phase of 0.07 only.
As no distance has been estimated for this object, it is im-
possible to directly determine the linear radius and compute the
Roche lobe filling factor. We can use some indirect method, how-
ever. Using the distance-independent method and the mean of
our angular diameters we determine the temperature of the red
giant: Teff = 3100 ± 100 K – a value not atypical for a M5 giant.
We can now also assume that the giant is on the first ascent giant
branch and use the relation between the radius and the luminos-
ity of the star, as a function of its mass; Hurley et al. (2000)
provide a fit to such a relation for solar abundances:
R2 = 1.1M−0.32
(
L0.4 + 0.383L0.76
)
. (1)
We can further use the relation L = R22θ
4, with θ = Teff/5777,
as well as the spectroscopic mass function f (m) = 0.0218 ±
0.0025 M from Zamanov et al. (2007) to relate M1 to M2 for a
given inclination. This then allows us to compute the final Roche
lobe radius and compare it to the radius of the star. We find that in
all cases, the giant is filling its Roche lobe. For example, for i =
90◦, assuming a giant mass of M2 = 1 M leads to a companion
mass of M1 = 0.34 M, a giant radius of 158 R, to be compared
to a Roche lobe radius of 162 R. Changing i to 50◦ leads to
M1 = 0.47 M and a Roche lobe radius of 157 R. Increasing the
mass of the giant further strengthens this conclusion. Assuming a
1 M giant would also lead to a synchronised rotational velocity
close to 10 km s−1, as observed. It would imply a distance of the
system of 1700 pc ($ = 0.59 mas, well beyond the capabilities
of Hipparcos).
We conclude that FG Ser is a nominal case of a synchronous
giant filling its Roche lobe. The fact that we measure a different
angular diameter depending on the orbital phase – albeit with
a very low significance only – confirms the nature of the ellip-
soidal variations and the fact that the inclination has to be close
enough to an edge-on system. Here again, a detailed modelling
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of the combined interferometric and photometric data is outside
the scope of this paper.
3.5. AG Peg
The symbiotic binary AG Peg (HD 207757, HIP 107848) is
unique among the objects in our sample as it is known to have
undergone a slow nova eruption when it rose from 9th to 6th
magnitude, starting in the mid-1850s. The hot companion is
therefore unambiguously a white dwarf, while the red giant pri-
mary, which has an M2–M3 spectral type, does not apparently
fill its Roche lobe, and loses mass through a low-velocity wind
(Kenyon et al. 2001, and references therein). Given the low lu-
minosity of the hot component and very slow outburst devel-
opment, the white dwarf in AG Peg is likely of low mass, and
indeed the radial velocity curve hints at a mass M1 = 0.46 ±
0.10 M (Mikolajewska, 2010).
Fekel et al. (2000b) provide the orbital elements of this bi-
nary system: P = 818.2 ± 1.6 d, e = 0.11 ± 0.039, f (m) =
0.0135 M. Hipparcos found the system to present large pho-
tometric variations (A = 0.47 mag) which fit the orbital pe-
riod, while Rutkowski et al. (2007) claim that the light curve
of AG Peg does not show any evidence for a tidally distorted gi-
ant. Unfortunately, the Hipparcos astrometry does not provide a
significant value for the parallax, which is therefore most likely
below 1 mas.
Zamanov et al. (2007) report a v sin i = 8.5 ± 1.5 km s−1
and a M4 III spectral type and radius of 71.5 R for the gi-
ant. We find an angular diameter of 1 mas for the giant in this
system, which when combined to the J and K magnitudes in
the same way as before, leads us to an effective temperature of
3550±120 K, in agreement with the value we would derive from
the (V − K) index and the relations of Ridgway et al. (1980) or
van Belle et al. (2008) and in agreement with the spectral type.
We can then again make use of these parameters, as well as of
the spectroscopic orbital elements and a radius-luminosity rela-
tion, to derive the parameters of the system, depending on the
inclination (see Table 3). Taken at face values, the rotational ve-
locity and the assumption of synchronism, as well as the value
of M1 quoted above, would imply an inclination close to 90◦,
M2 ∼ 2 − 3 M, R2 ∼ 99 − 133 R and a Roche lobe filling
factor f ∼ 0.39 − 0.45. In any case, the filling factor lies – for
all reasonable values of the system’s parameters – in the range
0.26 to 0.54, but the lowest values can be discarded as we need
to have a parallax small enough not to have been measurable by
Hipparcos, while the higher values would imply a white dwarf
mass which is too high.
3.6. ER Del
This is another example of an S star (S5.5) that exhibits
symbiotic-like features (Ake, 1979). From its (V − K), we can
estimate a temperature around 3500 K using the relation of
Ridgway et al. (1980), while the (J − K) can be used to com-
pute BCK=2.9. Using our angular diameter of 0.61 mas and the
above derived BCK , we can also determine the effective temper-
ature and find Teff = 3470± 160 K.
Radial-velocity observations were obtained with CORAVEL
(COR; Baranne, Mayor & Poncet, 1979) in 1991-1997, and
then from 2009 onwards with the HERMES/Mercator spectro-
graph (HER; Raskin et al., 2011). They are on the system of
IAU radial-velocity standard stars as defined by Udry, Mayor
& Queloz (1999) and displayed in Table 4. The orbital so-
Table 4. Radial velocities of ER Del.
JD Vr error Inst
−2 400 000 (km s−1) (km s−1)
48452.809 -58.97 0.35 COR
48841.707 -51.57 0.27 COR
49522.829 -43.28 0.31 COR
50353.367 -57.30 0.48 COR
50379.288 -56.76 0.27 COR
50622.500 -55.10 0.30 COR
55001.683 -52.575 0.008 HER
55024.656 -53.886 0.013 HER
55051.569 -53.280 0.014 HER
55098.444 -53.298 0.008 HER
55350.725 -49.102 0.011 HER
55417.574 -45.855 0.009 HER
55503.372 -45.077 0.006 HER
55718.701 -44.025 0.012 HER
55834.507 -44.386 0.006 HER
56032.739 -43.705 0.009 HER
56062.644 -43.443 0.030 HER
56102.699 -42.983 0.011 HER
56153.572 -44.102 0.013 HER
56464.724 -52.208 0.016 HER
56486.683 -51.657 0.011 HER
56535.526 -54.601 0.016 HER
Table 5. Orbital elements of ER Del.
Value error
P (d) 2094.2 4.4
e 0.228 0.016
ω (◦) 127.8 3.6
V0 (km s−1) −49.37 0.07
K1 (km s−1) 7.27 0.01
T (JD) 2 454 465.3 19.4
a1 sin i (AU) 1.36 0.01
f (m) (M) 0.077 0.001
lution is shown in Table 5 and Fig. 7. It has large residuals
(< |O − C| >= 0.71 km s−1), as is usual for M and S stars (see
Fig. 1 of Jorissen et al., 1998, and Fig. 2 of Famaey et al. 2009).
Also here, the width of the HERMES CCF is typical of M giants
and we cannot measure the rotational velocity of this giant.
By using the same methodology as above, we are led to con-
clude that the filling factor is between 0.2–0.3, for a wide range
of parameters. If we assume synchronisation, the derived radius
leads to rotation velocities of 2–3 km s−1, which would indeed
be below the detection limit. If we make use of the fact that
ER Del is an S star and so assume the typical masses for the
components of such a post-mass transfer system, and in par-
ticular for the white dwarf, we are led to the conclusion that
i > 40◦. For i = 50◦ and M1 = 0.7 M, we find M2 = 2 M,
Mbol = −3.3, d = 1750 pc, and $ = 0.58 mas. For i = 90◦ and
M1 = 0.7 M, we find M2 = 3.25 M, Mbol = −4, d = 2600 pc,
and $ = 0.39 mas. In any case, the giant is well within its Roche
lobe.
4. Conclusions
Table 6 summarises our results and show for each target the
effective temperature, radius, bolometric magnitude and Roche
lobe filling factor we are able to derive. The two last columns in-
dicate the rotational velocity (if known) and whether the rotation
is synchronised with the orbital motion. Our analysis has shown
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Table 6. Summary table of parameters of our target stars. These are ranked by orbital period. e is the eccentricity, f (m) the binary
spectroscopic mass function.
Star Parallax Period e f (m) Teff Radius Mbol f = R/RL v sin i synchronised?
(mas) (days) (M) (K) (R) km s−1
HD 352 3.58 96.4 0.022 0.1359 4000±100 44.7±6.0 −1.78 0.8–1 22 y
HD 190658 2.4 198.7 0.05 0.045 3263±35 104±56 −2.6 0.4–1 ? –
FG Ser < 0.6 633.5 0.0 0.0218 3100±100 ∼ 160 < −3.6 ∼ 1 9.8 y
V1261 Ori ∼ 1.96 638.2 0.07 0.032 3470±60 120+90−52 −3.5 ∼0.3 < 4 n
AG Peg < 1 819.2 0.11 0.0135 3550±120 47–163 < −1.5 0.25–0.55 8.5 y
ER Del > 0.4 2094.2 0.228 0.077 3500±160 > 115 < −3.3 0.2 − 0.3 < 4 –
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Fig. 7. The orbital solution for ER Del. The lower panel provides
the O-C residuals. The error bars of the HERMES data points
have been artificially increased to 0.3 km s−1.
that, as already known, red giants in symbiotic systems are rather
normal and obey similar relations between colour, spectral type,
temperature, luminosity and radius – a result which stems, e.g.
from the distance-independent effective temperature and from
the bolometric magnitude we derive. We have demonstrated that
in two cases, HD 352 and FG Ser, the star is almost or fully fill-
ing its Roche lobe, in agreement with these objects presenting
ellipsoidal variations. HD 352 presents a clear deviation from a
spherical shape, with an elongation of 16% or more, while two
separate observations of FG Ser clearly indicate different angular
diameters, indicative of a tidal deformation. For HD 190658, if
we adopt the published parallax, we would find a Roche lobe fill-
ing factor well below 0.5, putting some doubt on the reported el-
lipsoidal variations. However, we have reasons to think that this
parallax is in error by a factor 3, thereby implying that the star
is filling between 50 and 100% of its Roche lobe. For ER Del,
we provide the first orbit of this system, indicating that it is a
rather long-period symbiotic system. ER Del and the two other
stars have Roche lobe filling factors much smaller – between 25
and 60%. It is noteworthy that V1261 Ori apparently exhibits
ellipsoidal variations despite a filling factor of only 0.3 – 0.5.
We also present in Fig. 8 an HR-diagramme that summarises
our results. Indicated are the values we derived for the effective
temperatures and bolometric magnitudes of our target stars, to-
gether with Y2 evolutionary tracks (Yi et al., 2001) for stars with
solar abundance and initial masses between 1 and 3 M.
For those stars for which Hipparcos provided a useful dis-
tance, the rather large error (> 15%) is what limits the precision
we have on the linear radius of the giant. It would thus be very
useful if these distances could be determined with higher pre-
cision. It would also be as important to estimate the distances
Fig. 8. Hertzsprung-Russell diagramme showing the positions of
our target stars (full dots, in blue), together with Yonsei-Yale
(Y2) evolutionary tracks for solar abundance stars with initial
masses of 1, 1.5 and 3 M. For FG Ser, ER Del and AG Peg,
we have only lower limits for the bolometric magnitude. The
range for V1261 Ori is indicated with the red dashed line. For
HD 190658, we indicate in magenta (open square) the value us-
ing the published and seemingly erroneous parallax (7.92 mas)
and in green (full triangle) the value with our newly derived par-
allax.
for those objects analysed here but for which no distance is cur-
rently known. In this respect, the recent launch of the ESA GAIA
satellite offers great prospects. GAIA will allow us to obtain
parallaxes for our targets with a precision of a few microarc-
seconds (Lindegren et al., 2008), while at the same time being
able to clearly disentangle the binary motion from the parallac-
tic one (Pourbaix, 2008), and the main source of uncertainty on
the Roche-lobe filling factor will be the error arising from the
interferometric measurements. While GAIA will be able to per-
form such measurements for most or all symbiotic stars known,
interferometric measurements are currently limited to only an
handful of additional systems, those which are bright enough in
the H−band and that have reliable orbital elements for further
analysis.
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Fig. 9. UV-plane coverage of our PIONIER observations for the
stars HD 190658, HD 352, V1261 Ori, and ER Del.
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Fig. 10. Same as Fig. 9 for the stars FG Ser (on 3 July and 13
August 2012) and AG Peg.
Fig. 11. PIONIER closure phases for HD 352 (in degrees) as a
function of the spatial frequency in 1/rad (×107). The data points
are shown in red with error bars, while the model of an elongated
disc with an additional punctual source that provides the best
fit is indicated with blue solid dots. Given the error bars, the
significance of these data, compared to zero closure phases, is
very low, as all but three points do not deviate from zero more
than the error bar.
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Fig. 12. Reduced χ2 maps for HD 190658: shown is the re-
duced χ2 (logarithmic scale) as a function of the angular diame-
ter (x-axis) and the relative flux level of the background (y-axis)
based on our PIONIER data. These maps were computed us-
ing LITpro assuming a uniform disc plus background model. It
appears clearly that the minimal reduced χ2 corresponds to the
model without any added background.
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Table 7. Calibrators used for PIONIER observations.
Calibrators for FG Ser
Calibrator R.A. DEC. UD UDerr SpT. V K
HD 168245 18 18 59.263 −04 06 19.66 0.501 0.036 G7 II 7.6 5.1
HD 168744 18 21 22.891 −03 06 23.28 0.406 0.029 G8/K0 III 7.6 5.4
HD 166583 18 11 12.126 +01 58 54.56 0.579 0.041 K3 III 7.7 4.9
Calibrator for HD 190658
Calibrator R.A. DEC. UD UDerr SpT. V K
HD 185758 19 40 05.791 +18 00 50.01 1.352 0.096 G0 III 4.4 2.7
Calibrators for AG Peg
Calibrator R.A. DEC. UD UDerr SpT. V K
HD 207980 21 52 50.008 +13 29 19.80 0.539 0.038 K0 7.3 4.9
HD 208443 21 55 59.069 +10 05 49.07 0.533 0.038 K0 7.1 4.9
HD 209166 22 01 05.350 +13 07 11.36 0.454 0.032 F4 III 5.6 4.8
Calibrators for ER Del
Calibrator R.A. DEC. UD UDerr SpT. V K
HD 198166 20 48 21.475 +07 35 39.21 0.517 0.037 K0 7.1 4.9
HD 199255 20 55 47.054 +07 39 58.506 0.422 0.030 G5 7.4 5.3
Calibrators for HD 352
Calibrator R.A. DEC. UD UDerr SpT. V K
HD 6 00 05 03.823 −00 30 10.93 0.793 0.056 G9 III 6.3 3.8
HD 587 00 10 18.870 −05 14 54.92 1.022 0.073 K1 III 5.8 3.4
Calibrator for V1261 Ori
Calibrator R.A. DEC. UD UDerr SpT. V K
HD 36134 05 29 23.686 −03 26 47.02 1.166 0.083 K1 III 5.8 3.2
UD=uniform disc diameter in mas; UDerr=error on UD; SpT=Spectral Type; V and K are the magnitudes in these bands.
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Fig. 13. Same as Fig. 12 for HD 352.
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Fig. 14. Same as Fig. 12 for V1261 Ori.
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Fig. 15. Same as Fig. 12 for ER Del.
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Fig. 16. Same as Fig. 12 for FG Ser as observed on 3 July 2012.
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Fig. 17. Same as Fig. 12 for FG Ser as observed on 13 August
2012.
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Fig. 18. Same as Fig. 12 for AG Peg.
